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REISE- UfJD VERKEIU;SVERL..c~G, STUTTG.illT 
(founded 1927 in Freiburg im Breisgau) 

Introduction: In August during a holiday on the Continent I mr-:de 
a special effort tc visit this well known German map distributors and 
publishers. I was already acquainted with Herr Beutel, the chief 
clerk,by contact established over the years through map orders, end 
he had stated he wuld be very pleased to show me round the 
establishment. 

RV is in the centre of Stuttgart on the top floor of a rather modern 
blo..:k; n floor not as lC!rg,::. as one might expect from the service 
supplied and the number and ~9nge of maps stocked. The variety of 
maps and touring guides in store and the way in which they are 

r reCO).'rled is mcst irnpressive. A tremendous amount of work goes into 
the RV catalogue service and the constant problems of keeping it up 
to date (making the an:n'':l.l subscription of approximately 25/- for this 
publication Yery good value indeed). Unfortunately the Cartographic 
Office is in another part of the city and it was not possible to 
visit this section on this occasion; but it was a·. unique opportunity 
to be able to look through, at leisure, numerous national atlases and 
many other specialised thematic maps and publications., Herr Beutel 
was most obliging and anxicus to answer all my queries and to show 
me anything I particuJ.arly wished to see. He did stress that any 
suggestions for improvements in the presentation of the RV catalogue, 
and the service of the firm, would be well received. I was pleased to 
have been able to see at first hand a firm with such a well deserv_d 
reputation. I came away with a sound impression of their quiet 
efficiency and a realisation of the true meaning of 11Dl.S L.iJ,ii>K;:RTENHJ>US11 • 

On returning to England I wrote to Herr Beutel abuut an article for 
the Society of University Cartographers Bulletin and the following 
description of the firm is translated from a German script which he 
sent to me. 

T. Garfield, 
.................................................. ., ..... 0··········"····· 

Fields of publication: 
'Verlagsgebiete' 

Special. 'cash-assortments': 

!Spezial-Ba!:sortiment 1 

Topograp?ic and other map 
assortments: 
'Lan~tensortiment' 

Production of street maps, walking maps, 
office and organisati-.:>n maps, in our own 
cartographical works. 

/ill \.:ierman and foreign touring, office 
and g9neral maps, as well as officiol 
GGrman maps, tcwn plans, travel guides, 
globes and world atlases. 

Homeland 2nd foreign maps of all scales 
and of all continents, economic and 
thematic mapr, atlas division. 
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With an eye to future development and a determinati:m to create 
something new, Paul Stei~~etz became owner of the small travel-guide 
and map-publishin~ firm, Fr. Paul Lorenz in Freiburg, at the 
beginning cf 1927; the firm where he had learnt the business and of 
which he h&d, by then, been in charge for a number of yecrs. He had 
started with Lorenz shortly befcre the First World War and returned 
after the War as mnnager. iUready, at that time, Paul Steinmctz 
added to this small rublishing company, of only local importance, 
a small wholesale-department for travel guides and maps. i1hen he 
b0came owner of the firm in 1927 Paul Steinmetz gave his company the 
now world-famous name of REISE UND VERKEHRSVERLAG. The s·:;eciaiisation 
in \.;his field so long-neglected by the publishers revolutionised the 
business. Instinct and the hardest pioneertng work were necessary to 
survive these ec.rly years successfully, In October 1932 the transfer 
to Stuttgart was effected. In 1935 the cartographical publishers of 
Paasche & Luz were taken over with a publishing programme which 
incorpore.ted all tourist maps of the South-vJest German area and the 
JJ..pine region in addition to general maps of Germany; thus was 
added to the R.V. their own Cartographical Institute and the publishing 
activity enlarged. Side by side with this the wholesale division 
developed satisfartorily. The foresight of ~~. Steinmetz in offering 
his experience in the production of mnps to the publishing trade began 
to bear fruit. The German publishing trade favoured this expert service 
with continucus orders. The first CQntracts with the lnrgc map-producing
firms of countries abroad were made. and cultivated, whilst, in additiun to 
this link up with foreign map publishers and specialised bock-companies, 
busy connections in the import and export sections were established. 
Dotailed cataloe;ues of several different specialist fields were 
published and out of this sum total of experience began to appear the 
forerunner of the Great RV-Catalogue in loose-leaf-form. The map
catalogue published in 1939 with its numerous well arranged sheets is 
still praised by the experts of today. It became more or less useless 
in its broad content, due to the outbreak of war and the interruption 
of a task which presupposes an internatL,nal contact. The Second 
vlorld War ruined this work which had been built up so systematically 
and tenaciously over the years. The firm itself was destroyed in 1944, 
but worst of all the original drawings and designs and all the 
cartographical documents were destroyed. Part of the stores had been 
evacuated shortly before but these were partially confiscated after 
the War. During this period the production and distribution of maps 
was only permitted within a small compass and was very limited indeed. 
Thus it was t:-1at the comvany could only begin anew five years after 
the end of the vlar with the help of a few old, trusted and experienced 
employees. A tenacity of purpose, a wealth of knowledge and high-class 
production were the guiding motivesfor the reconstruction of the com
pany, in which everyone, workers and management alike, participated. 
It was possible therefore to ~egain within a matter of a few years 
the old reputation of high-grade production and quality. 
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Paul Steinmetz, being a man of foresight, has always valued the 
principle of giving his company - in spite of rigid specialization -
a safe and broad economic basis, which has been made possible with 
the close co-operation of the different divisions - cartography, 
publishing, \lholesale and map-assortment. 

The cartographical division produces, in addition to the 
needs of ~he company, maps of all types for research, economy and 
transport. The house-printing works, attached to the cartographical 
division, has developed very well alongside this and produces in 
addition numerous other catalogues and advertising materials. 

The ~~!ishing part concentrates on the publication of a modern 
useable map for tourists, which today counts as one of the top pro
duction lines of private cartography, and millions of examples have 
been distributed. This applies especially to the large map series 
at a scale of 1:200,000 and the series of motor touring maps at 
1:800,000. Because of the very clear map presentation, their 
cartographicsl reliability, the emphasis placed on touristic 
information, C!ll combined with harmonious and tasteful colouring, 
these maps have found international recognition. 

The special-cash-assortmeat, known as 11RV-Landkartenhaus11 , has 
grown into one of the most impnrtant companies in this field and 
is recognised as such all over the world. It serves the publishing 
business at home and abroad with qu;_ck deliveries from. stock, of 
maps and touring guides of all kinds, such as walking and motoring 
maps, office- and school-maps, maps for pilots, skiers and water
sportsmen, and official to~)ographical maps as well 'as town plans. 
To these can be added the touring and camping guides for all countries 
and areas; globes and World atlases as well as map accessories of · 
all kinds. 

The Map-Assortment with its extensive stock of maps in store is today 
considered to be one of the most efficient Map-Bookshops with 
approximately 50,000 different maps and guides, handbooks and regional 
atlases. Kept in store are all important maps (at all scales) of 
.every country in the world; aboY:e all topographical maps, important 
new publications, as well as basic maps for research of every type, 
covering thematic and scientific maps of all fields in Geography and 
associated sciences. 

This very extensive work programme is made possible by the existence 
of the central card index. This is kept up-to-date and supplemented 
by means of an intensive evaluation of the most impnrtant international 
bibliographies and all catalogues and lists of official map-producers 
and publishers. A well devised system permits us to extract within a 
very short time the appropriP.te dates and documents, to give in
formation, to make certain offers and to arrange the internal work 
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reliably and economically within the RVV, viz. storekeeping, ordering, 
invoicing, import and export orders. 

From this central card index and the continuous conta~t with all 
producers of maps and publishers the RVV publishes the Great RV 
Catalogue as a reference work which is available to all interested 
parties. 

The ''Great RV Cetalogue 11 in loose-leaf form with the regularly 
published supplementary leaves is today the map catalogue of inter
national standing. For every country in~he world there is reliable 
and up-to-date information on all general maps, special maps and 
atlases; items listed in the catalogue are carried in stock and 
are available for immediate despatch on receipt of an order. This 
Great RV catalogue is used tuday by all reputable book-traders, when 
advising their customers, for an exact determinetion and fulfilment 
of difficult map orders. Academic institutions, libraries, map 
curators and academic staff consult this catalogue 1r1hen acquiring 
maps for special purposes and for the extension of their map 
collections. In any case, researchers, official bodies, commercial 
and trade ·conceT.ns needing maps can find here the appropriate in
formation, and choose and ordol' with confidence. The catalogue is 
arranged for quick and easy ue8 to facilitate ordering and effecting 
a quick delivery and acquisition of ones requirements. 

The "RV-Mar ·Letter", giving information of new editions and new 
additions in our central card index, is published bi-monthly. It 
is distributed to all holders of the Great RV .atalogue, but will 
be sent (free of charge) to all map curators and anyone interested. 
At the same time the Map-Lbtter gives information about specialised 
groups of·maps, new cartographical publications and actual affairs 
of our field of work. 

The "Small RV Catalogue" appears annually in a new edition and is 
meant to .serve booksellers as a reference work for daily use; it 
also gives quick information about the most important maps and 
touring guides with the prices valid at the~ime of publication. 

In addition to the above, catalogues and compilations are published 
which give comprehensive information of interest to specific groups 
or details of specialised groups of Jllaps, for inst[mce: office and 
planning maps, town plans, aviation maps, watersport maps and guides, 
special atlases and numerous others. 

This division of work in the RVV organisation has proved a 
successful one, permitting each department to function very 
efficiently. The various sections work well togEther, being able 
to assist each other whenever the need arises. At the moment there 
are about 75 people working for the RVV, each one utilising his own 
personal skill for the ultimate benefit of the firm. The constantly 
increasing distribution of the RV mans and pUblishing products, the 



excellent contacts of the map-cash-assortment as a distribution 
company to the book-trade at home and abroad, as well as the world
wide outlets of the Map J~sortment with numerous interested clients 
in all continents, bear ~ritness that it h..'ls been possible to .create 
a special book-trade, whose importance in Germany today is without 
equal and whose recognition, in the b~oe.dest sense, is not disputed. 
This organisational structure guarantees the extension of a position 
already won in the international map trade and m3kes RV a productive 
business partner of ell other interested parties. 

EXJ'..MPLES OF V,:JUOUS TOURING AND OTffi!;R M:.PS PUBLISHED 
BY. R.V. STUTTGART 
*************** 

South~ _West_~anL.Jb.~O ~o_oo 

This is a double-sided sheet showing on one side a Local /~ea 
map of Bnden-Wurttemberg at a scale of 1/500,000. Very detailed 
but also easily legible - 'normal' colouring through shades of green 
to brown to show height, plus light hachures. J~ extremely 'pleasant' 
map. 

On the reverse side is a series of smaller maps showing at a scale of 
1/1M, Geology and Topography, ;)griculture, CommunicatLns, Economy; 
Climate (Rainfall and Temperature), Population structure, Roman 
settlements - Tribes and Dialects are shown on maps at a scale of 
1/2M. 

Greece 1/800,000 Touring Map (Key in four languages) 

This sheet shows detailed read and communications information, p .... ints 
of interest (e.g. good views, scenic roads, archaeological excavations, 
battle fields, etc.), and other information regarding hotels, camping 
sites, etc. Relief is indicated by hill shading in three cc.lcurs, 
never obliterating other detail. Four town plans and five plans of 
historical sites complete a map that is a very clear example of its 
type. 

Switzerla~d -Tyrol (Large road map) 1/400,000 (Key in three languages). 

This sheet shows, as before, details about roads nnd communications, 
points of interest (e.g. grading castle ruins, etc. into medieval 
or modern) and camping and other information. il. difficult area of 
complex high relief is shown in a delicate hill shading of buff to 
darker brown and grey. Over such a large area this does tend to 
appea~ monotonous, but it does successfully show the intricate relief 
patter~ without ma~ing it difficult to see other information. 

Upper Bavaria, Tyrol and ~he Dolomites (Touring and Road Map) 1/200,000. 

Roads and communications, tourist and other information is shown (in
cludi:qg nature reserves and n.::ttional parks). 1.11ooded GU'eas are shown in 
a green tint an~ the relief in grey hill shading. Once again, over an 
c-.rea of high relief the impression is rather mc·.otonous, but it is 
effective and other det8il is easily legib1e~ 
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The Black Forest (Southern sheet). Walking Map 1/100,000. 

This sheet, at a larger scale, is in a m1:1ch bolder style th.:m the 
previ,Jus maps •. Road classification is shown in yellow and black 
with the various walking routes and tracks marked in red. Detailed 
tourist information and sites includes vineyards. Relief shcwn in 
pale brown hill shading with g~een tints for areas of woodland. 

'Schonbuch' - Walking Map 1/50,000. 

A large scale map of the wooded area north of Tubingen, situated 
between this town and Boblingen to the north, bounded by Herren
berg to the west and Nurtingen to the east. A most pleasing map 
in pale shades of yellow, grey and green; the forest shown in a 
green 'vegetation' symbol. 

---oOo---

These six maps are a selection from several series of maps 
published by R.V. They are all well printed, very clear and in
clude a wealth of information. As examples of touring maps and also 
of good quality cartographic reproduction they are worthy of a place 
in any map library; aYailable at reasomable prices, full information 
from R.V. Stuttgart. 

. . ........................................................................ 




